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THE CONNECTICUT CAMPUS

FRESHMEN GHURN MUDDY
WATERS OF DUCK POND

ANNUAL ROPE RUSH
WON BY CLASS OF '24

Many Visitors Watch Two Classes Struggle for Supremacy

Full confidence the Freshmen marched to Swan Lake for the annual Rope Rush, and wet, muddy, and drearig they struggled back to the showers and clean clothes. History repeated itself again, and the Sophomores won by a comfortable margin. As the culminating event of the Mansfield Fair the conflict was viewed by one of the largest throngs in years.

The Freshmen were first on the scene of the battle, marching from their assembling place in front of Storrs Hall clad in garments of varied styles and colors. Under the leadership of Irving Taylor in a full dress military uniform the Sophomores presented an imposing appearance as they marched from the arnorum thru the thoroughs, people to their side of the pond. Arranged in their military uniforms, their arrival was in direct contrast to that of the Freshmen, and spoke of fitness and confidence. The north side of the lake was strung with the orange and black banners of '24 which together with the dress of the Sophomore girls who wore orange and black lent an added touch of color to the scene which has been absent in years past. The seniors also were assembled here and greeted the Sophomores with a rousing cheer.

(Cont. on page 5, col. 3)

FRESHMEN GIRLS GO ON MIDNIGHT SKIRMISH

Uninvited Guests Witness Performance

Last Thursday night was the scene of many queer and spooky occurrences when the sophomore girls held the annual initiation of the freshmen girls.

A determined band of sophomore co-eds "paddled" their little crew of feminine proteges to the west orchard. There was little noise except the sound of stumbling feet and the occasional blow of the wood on wood and the echo of "whispered" orders. The little cavalcade which was guarded and flanked by blinking flash-lights stopped at intervals to administer "rights on the wrong" or to listen to instructions by one of the superiors.

When the orchard was reached, things began to happen in true style; one of the delinquents was prevailed

(Cont. on page 6, col. 4)

MISTER ALUMNUS!

We are putting in your hands this week a copy of the Campus. After you have read it through, we are sure you will say, as many an alumnus has said, that this paper is invaluable to a man who really wants to know what is going on at his Alma Mater.

The Campus believes that the spirit of every Connecticut alumnus is such that it equals, if not surpasses that of the undergraduates, that he is joyful when the Blue and White wins, sorry when it loses, and proud at all times of the past achievement and future promise of old Aggie.

The Editor in Chief of this paper was present at the meeting of the Alumni Association last June when the members of the organization showed such a determination to investigate athletic conditions that a committee was appointed on the spot to confer with the President. From this beginning has come a new athletic system and a new start on a new athletic road. Do you know that we are on the crest of the wave this year; that Connecticut will put out the best teams in its history between now and June, 1922?

The Blue and White athletics will fight as never before to put our Alma Mater on top of the heap. We want you to know when we win. We want the world to know. It is the job of the Campus to get the news and tell it and we find our greatest pleasure in putting information before the Alumni.

Mister Alumnus! We believe in you! Do you believe in us?

FIRST ENTERTAINMENT COMES THURSDAY EVENING

The social committee has procured for the first number of the entertainment course of the year one of the best known and most interesting lecturers now available in the East.

Craven Wells, explorer and adventurer, was for six years in the jungles on the Malay peninsula. He and his party went so far into the jungles that for nine months they could not see the small amount which filtered thru the sun, the only light they had being the dense roof of trees and vines. Mr. Wells has pictures of the wild and uncivilised people who inhabit this territory and whose pictures have never been taken before. He also brings with him a large collection of slides of wild animals, and a magnificent collection of Malay costumes which will be worn on the stage by several young ladies, if they can be secured.

The first lectures given by Mr. Wells after his return from the jungle were in Boston, and gave seventy lectures in four weeks. The illustrated lecture will start at eight o'clock.

Tickets are on sale in the Book Store.

JAYNES ELECTED TO LEAD SENIOR CLASS

Harold L. Jaynes of Orange, Conn., was elected president of the class of 1922 at a meeting held Monday evening. Paul L. Putnam of Mansfield was elected vice president, and Miss Katherine Potter of Greenwich was elected secretary. Philip F. Dean of Glastonbury was elected treasurer. Jaynes is a member of Gamma Chi Epsilon, manager of basketball and a member of the Glee Club and Black-guards.

Paul L. Putnam in addition to being vice president of the class, was captain of varsity basketball for the 1920-21 season and a crack guard. He is also president of the Athletic Association and has earned letter in baseball. Miss Potter has been prominent in Dramatics while at Connecticut, and is a charter member of Theta Alpha Phi, the honorary dramatic fraternity. Dean has also been prominent in dramatics during his stay at Connecticut. He is a member of the varsity club, having obtained his letter in basket-

MANSFIELD FAIR DRAWS ITS LARGEST GROWTH

FACULTY AND STUDENTS AID IN PREPARATION

Exhibits in Live Stock and Vegetables Larger Than Ever

Increasing interest in the Mansfield Fair was evident on Wednesday, September 28, when Hawley Armory began to take on the form of an exhibition hall. Two large tents were erected nearby. The largest was used as an imitation Madison Square Garden by the junior class, and the smaller contained the college stock, consisting of the animals that have been used on the show circuit for the past few weeks. The Armory was used for the main exhibits.

Fruits and Vegetables

The exhibits of fruit and vegetables were larger than usual. LeRoy L. Wells, owner of Wayne Storrs, had a variety of exhibits in this line and was represented in the showing of dairy cattle. Dr. E. W. Simms had several specimens of his work in the botanical gardens on exhibition, showing the results in breeding of new varieties of squashes and other vegetables.

Many horticultural exhibits were in evidence, the college orchards contributing many varieties. William H. Poole, '21, displayed a very creditable collection of Mansfield grown apple.

The Red Cross

Perhaps the most interesting booth at the Fair was the Red Cross headquarters, in which several demonstrations were given on the use of blood, health. This booth was in charge of Mrs. R. E. Dodge.

Ag Club Exhibit

Opposite the Red Cross booth was found the only representation of student activities in the form of an educational collection from several departments of the college, put on by the Agricultural Club. The exhibit included fruits and vegetables, interesting slides of Plant Pathology, Agronomy, Dairy and Bacteriological displays. One of the principal things stressed was the advance notice of another Fair to be given on December 2 and 3 by the Ag Club.

Food on Sale

The biggest attraction seemed to be the home-cooked food which was on sale at the farther end of the Armory. This department was handled by the ladies of the Storrs Church Society.

The sporting blood of the community was stirred by a game of baseball between the league teams of Willing-

(Cont. on page 8, col. 1)
AGGIES 60 DOWN IN DEFEAT TO BAY STATIONS
PLAYING WAS ON A PAR WITH OPPONENTS
Many Faculty and Students at the Game

As a direct result of fumbles and a hoo doo: which seemed to hang over all attempts by Captain Mitchell's eleven to open up the play Connecticut lost out to Mass. Aggie at Amherst Saturday by a 13-0 score. No credit need be taken from the Aggie eleven however, for with the exception of a few costly but excusable fumbles and weak kicking the brand of ball displayed was on a par with that of the Bay Stations at all times.

Backed by a sanguine crowd of bowing Aggie roosters, which exceed ed all expectations both in numbers and in noise per person, and in which was present a large and enthusiastic regressive majority of the Faculty headed by President Beach the Blue and White eleven fought four fifteen minute quarters of mid season football, at no time being overawed.

The first scoring came early in the first quarter when after a few minutes of line rushing, the Bay Stations recovered the ball on a fumble on Connecticut's twenty yard line, failed to make a forward work and finally scored a field goal from the twenty-five yard line. This spurred the Aggies offense to greater effort of poor open work, not one forward being complet ed, and weak kicking prevented any scoring.

"MOE" DALEY WHOSE LINE BUCKING FEATURED

The second quarter saw seven more points piled up against Coach Tasker's charges when a difficult forward sent Grayson the Mass. Aggie right end behind the posts for a touchdown. But the Aggie machine took another brace and McCollough sent Daly and Ryan ploughing through the line for consistent gains. Fumbles again proved costly however and the last of the quarter saw the ball in the Aggie territory from where Lewkowski again booted three more points onto the score.

Hallowell who replaced McCollough at quarter in the last of the third was given a good start through a 46 1/2 yard penalty given M. A. C. for illegal substitution. Again open work was reported to and many substantial gains big aid in smearing the M. A. C. plays but the inability of the ends to get under the forwards restricted the field of operations to straight line bucks in which the Nutmeg eleven showed up brilliantly but could not hope to make any substantial gains, because of the superior weight of the Bay State line.

Alto little is known of the strength of the Trinity outfit, none of the Aggie supporters is expecting any easy battle when the whistle blows. Worces ter Tech. went down to defeat at the hands of the Hartford inhabitants Saturday, by a 6 to 0 score, in a game replete with fumbles and poor open field work. Captain Mitchell's squad is also weak in this respect, and if Coach Tasker and Boyers are able to overcome this handicap, Connect icut will have the jump from the start.

It is expected that a large representation of the alumni will be on hand to witness the encounter as requests for room reservations have been made from many of the old "gads."

CAMPUS BOARD MAKES NEW ELECTIONS

Gardner Elected Managing Editor

Because H. C. Flynn, managing editor of this year's Campus, was not able to return to C. A. C. this fall, a new managing editor was elected.

T. R. Gardner was elected to fill his place. Byrd Standish was elected as new editor to fill the vacancy left by Gardner and Fred Metzger was advanced from the associate board to the news board. Gus Penal was elected to the associate board.

were made but incomplete passes and blocked kicks prevented any scoring. Conn. Aggies M. A. C. Bum 1st. Aschenb Clark 1st. Cotten Juraliwitz 1st. Alger Graf 1st. Freeman Ashman r.g. Mudgett McCollough r.g. Mah 10 ney r.e. Garyson McCol lough r.b. Sargent Daly r.b. Lewowski Miko wski r.b. Twomen McNiff lb. Marshman


MAINSTAYS EXPECTED TO DEFEND HOMEFIELD SATURDAY

MANY ALUMNI EXPECTED BACK TO WITNESS ATTACK OF BLUE AND WHITE ON CAMPUS ENSNARED. UNABLE TO PRE¬DIC T LINEUP

The squad of Aggie warriers which will stack up against Trinity on Gard ner Dow field this Saturday will be entirely unlike that team which went down to defeat at the hands of Mass. Aggie last week. Not that Coach Tasker was disappointed in the showing of the team, but that he believes there are many things which, if improved, will develop the offensive power of the team about one hundred percent. Scrimmages and workouts for the past few days have featured the development of completed forwards and open field running.

It could not be learned from Coach Tasker whether any radical changes would be made in the Blue and White lineup, but from all indications it does not appear that this will take place. The line certainly showed up as excellent advantages in the Bay State enemy, and sprung more as a surprise in its ability to resist the slashing attack of the heavier Mass. Aggie line. The excellent defensive work of Mitchell and Juraliwicz was a grade.

RECENT CHANGES IN GULLY HALL

Cationale Will Be Replaced by Paint

New changes about the campus show that the present superintendent of buildings is alive and progressive. Besides the usual renovation of dormitories there has been big improvements in our administration buildings and class rooms.

Recently, due to a conference between our head painter, Mr. M. Farrel, and Supt. of Buildings L. B. Ten ny, a new system of interior decora tion has been adopted. Don't we all remember with regret how we spotted our best clothes in former times by inadvertently leaning against a dustily calcimined wall? Such damage is no more to be suffered. It has been decided that the practice of using calcimine on the interior walls is unsatisfactory. The objectionable calcimine is to be replaced in all cases by an artistic and serviceable paint. The improvement is already noticeable in the Main Building and good progress is being made in Guley Hall. All the interior walls of the second floor laboratories in that building are getting a badly needed coat of best quality paint.

It is the opinion of those in charge that this policy will, in the end, be one of saving. Though the first cost of the paint is high it will soon be offset by pleasant appearance of the rooms, and its longer wearing qualities.

It has been said that the Infirmary makes out its office hour schedule by studying the approaching dining hall menus.

HIGH SCHOOL TEAM PLAYS FAST GAME

Second Team Loses to New Br i

Tum High

In a game replete with fumbles and loose playing the New Britain High School team defeated the College second team on Gardner Dow Field Saturday afternoon by a score of 6-0. The touchdown came after time had been called for the end of the last quarter but the whistle was not heard by the officials and thescore allowed to stand.

Alto outweighed by the Connecticut team the high school lads played a fast game and uncorked several formations which proved good ground gainer. Neither team could advance to any extent thru the line, and both resorted to aerial offense which the New Britain team used to great advantage.

The "Aggie" backfield showed power but lacked the ability to hold the ball as fumble after fumble destroyed their opportunities to advance the ball down the field. Captain Doshius and Eddy played a good game for the second team as did Swan who was forced to leave the contest in the third quarter because of an injured leg.

Lineup:

Second Team New Britain
Houston 1st. Lendino Thompson 1st. Williams Bristol 1st. Cooley Anderson c. Benz Schleichert r.g. Rekowski Bolan r.t. Finneman Eddy r.e. Mancheenton q.b. Griffin Swen,MacCaronor r.b. Mahoney Hagney l.h.b. Davis Donahue f.b. Martha Umpire—Dougherty Timekeepers—Bamford and Nestor. Referee, Shaw Headlinesman—Baxter

Time—Four ten minute periods.

VETERAN BUILDING BEING GIVEN A NEW LEASE OF LIFE

A general exterior overhauling on the Main Building promises to improve its appearance a great deal. Several carpenters and painters have been working for the last two or three weeks.

The repairs include a complete new set of shingles on the east side, patching of the west roof, towers, and lean to roofs. A new coat of paint on the exterior will give the yellow walls white trimmings as before except that the new yellow paint will be slightly darker than that last used.

Wanted: By the Campus—A Fresh man who can run a typewrit er, draw a cartoon, hang wall paper, sweep up, tend the Red Telephone, interview the President, keep track of activity meetings, run fast, hide behind posts, manipulate a Kodak and wear a dress suit. If there be such a man, let him come forth immediately and be ordained.
JIMMIES
Dew Drop Inn

On the Main Road to Willimantic

Steaks, Chops, Sandwiches

Everything to answer the wants of the Student in the Eating Line

Open from 7 A.M. to 10 P.M.

Conservative Prices and Satisfactory Service

MARY ANNA SODA SHOP
AND TEA ROOM

Main and Union Streets
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

THE WILLIMANTIC
LUMBER & COAL COMPANY

Established 1862
Lumber, Coal, Lime, Cement and Builders' Supplies

87 Church St., Willimantic, Ct.
Telephone Connection

SPRING AND HOLMES

Pianos, Players, Benches, Stools, Covers, Polish and Player Rolls For Sale

59 Church St., At The Vogue Shop
Telephone 328-12

THE WINDHAM NATIONAL BANK
Willimantic, Conn.
Capital $100,000
Surplus $225,000

A Complete Stock of
VICTROLAS, RECORDS, PIANOS
At All Times

UNITED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
666 Main St., Willimantic, Ct
Telephone 240

J. C. LINCOLN COMPANY
Furniture, Carpet, Stoves, Crockery, Wall Paper, Curtains, Bedding, Etc.
Willimantic, Conn.

Furniture 706-3 Undertaking 706-2

Let me make your Cake and
Cookies

Special Rates for Smokers and
“At Home” Parties

MISS MARGARET DODGE
Phone 566-3 Storrs, Conn.

FRESHMEN PLUNGING IN DUCK POND.

(Cont. from page 1, col. 1)
Professor George Lamon was referee on the north side and Professor J. L. Hughes acted in the same capacity, on the south side. When both referees declared their respective teams in position, the starting gun was fired by Major Boyers, who was Judge. From the very beginning the contest was close and only the smallest gains were made at any time by either side. Altho outweighed by the Freshmen, a handicap which has not been experienced by many Sophomore classes, the ’24 men made up for this disadvantage by their pluck and system. Taylor was an ideal leader, and at all times had the situation well under hand. Except during the first two minutes when the Freshmen had a slight advantage, the rope traveled slowly but surely to the Sophomore side. The Freshmen had the power to get the rope, but lacked absolutely the system to hold it.

At the finish gun, the Sophomores had nearly two feet of rope to the good, and the signal was given for the Fresh to start their muddy journey across the tranquil waters which were soon churned to the muddiest state in their history by the passage of the men of ’25: The passage of so large a number occupied some time and afforded all the spectators ample opportunity to cast reflections on the near appearance presented by those who made the pilgrimage.

After a cheer for ’24 and ’25 a parade was formed of the entire Sophomore class and bearing the rope, they wound their way in a joyful snake dance around the campus stopping in front of Koons Hall to sing the Alma Mater and then disbanding.

In the evening a dance was given in Hawley Armory to which the two upper classes were invited. The Peerless Orchestra of five pieces furnished music. The committee in charge was Peterson, chairman, Miss Toboc, Crimin, Metzger and Webber.

JUNIOR CLASS NOTES

A special meeting of the Junior Class was held in Gulley Hall last Wednesday. After a short discussion on old business, nominations were called for, to fill three positions on the Student Council. Arthur Weinstein, E. Stanley Peterson, and Carl Dossin were elected. After the meeting was adjourned, a short meeting of the 1922 Nutmeg board was held to discuss plans for the book.

SOPHOMORE GIRLS DANCE TO CELEBRATE ROPE PULL

A dance was given by the Sophomore class last Thursday evening as a celebration of winning the Rope Pull from the freshmen. A cordial invitation to all upper classmen was given by the Sophomores.

The music furnished by the Peerless Orchestra of Willimantic proved an added success of the evening.
President C. L. Beach Begins His Fourteenth Year As Head of C. A. C.

In the 1921 edition of Wha' s Wha we find the following item:


This bald and bleak historical statement of a life of service seems, in its paucity, to be not worth printing, and yet in its spirit of reticence and lack of ostentation it is representative of the man of whom it speaks.

From the very beginning of his work in Connecticut, Charles L. Beach performed his duties quietly, serving well the interests of his chosen pursuit without a desire for personal aggrandizement.

In the college catalogue of 1897 we read the following: "A practical course in dairying is to be opened in January under the special charge of a thoroughly competent instructor, familiar with the best modern methods of dairying."

And again: "The practical instruction in milk testing, cream separation, and butter making has been placed in charge of Mr. C. L. Beach, a graduate of Wisconsin University and a former assistant in the Dairy School there."

Mr. Beach came to the institution as an instructor in the dairy department at a time when the dairy interests were becoming important and he served them so well that he obtained confidence on every hand. His experiments in feeding were especially valuable. Mr. Beach occupied his position in the dairy department from 1897 till 1906, at which time he resigned to become professor of dairy husbandry at the University of Vermont.

The editorial which appeared in the Lookout, then the college paper, reflected the feelings of the students at losing their professor of Dairy Husbandry:

"The announcement of Professor Beach's resignation was received in the state with large regret, and by the students and alumni with something like dismay. Not only was he in the favor of service one of the senior professors, but his work has been fruitful in results and promised to be even more valuable in the future. However attractive his new field may be, we do not believe that his work in Connecticut was done, or that there was not in this state and college, room for further development in his chosen pursuit. The general regret shown by the dairymen is sufficient evidence of the value they set upon his services to that interest, and their confidence in him and his counsels."

"Professor Beach has been exceedingly fortunate in winning as the affection and esteem of all who have come under his instruction; and he has retained that affection and esteem after his pupils have gone out into active life. It has not often fallen to the lot of a teacher to receive such a splendid evidence of the admiration inspired by his work and character. We are glad that he has had this testimony of the real sentiments felt toward him by the citizens of the state, by his fellows of the faculty, and by the students and alumni; and the best of all must be the consciousness that all this has been fairly earned."

"The good wishes of the Lookout follow him—"Mr. Beach, we wish you success and happiness in the beautiful town in which he is to make his home, and in the larger institution of which he is to be a part.

After two years at Vermont, Mr. Beach returned to Connecticut to assume the presidency upon the resignation of Mr. Stimpson. The Lookout of June, 1908 heralds the event as follows:

"This commencement number marks a change as all are aware, in the administration of the college. Before the next issue of the Lookout appears, President Beach will have entered upon the duties of his office. We bid him welcome, and wish him a long and fortunate term of useful service."

And later the editorial pages of the Campus' predecessor contains this item:

"President Beach takes charge of the college at a very fortunate time. The college has already won a secure place among the educational institutions of the state. By training, by experience in this and other institutions of its kind and by his wide acquaintance with men and persons of distinction, Mr. Beach is well fitted to make his administration notable in the history of the college."
A Gateway—Electrical

ONLY a forty-foot gateway bounded by two brick pilasters and ornamental lamps, but it is unlike any other gateway in the entire world.

For back of it is the General Electric Company's main office building, accommodating 2300 employees. And just next door is its main laboratory with the best equipment for testing, standardizing and research at the command of capable engineers. Then down the street a mile long—are other buildings where electrical products are made by the thousands of electrical workers who daily stream through.

Through this gate messages and representatives from a score of other factories and over fifty branch offices come and go every hour—an endless chain of coordinated activities carrying on and enlarging the scope of over a quarter century's work for the betterment of mankind.

What a story this gate would tell, if it could, of the leaders of the electrical industry and of ambassadors from other industries and institutions—and from foreign lands. The story would be the history of electric lighting, electric transportation, electrified industries and electricity in the home.
A New Year

WEARING College Girl Corsets is like well-directed, healthful exercise—equal benefits result. A model for every woman, back or front face.

J. B. Fullerton & Co.
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

ALEXANDER CHosen AS President by JUniors

Steck Elected Editor-in-Chief of 1922 Nutmeg

Louis A. Alexander of Waterbury was elected class president for the coming year at the first meeting of the Junior Class last Monday night. "Alex" has been very prominent in college athletics, winning letters in the three major sports.

Joseph Boumont was elected vice-president; Miss Marion Toole was chosen as secretary; Louis Metelli, treasurer and Miss Ida Tuttle as class historian.

Harold Stock of Bethel was elected Editor-in-chief of the 1922 Nutmeg to fill the place left vacant by Henry E. Flynn. Steck has been interested in the College Glee Club, Dramatics and is a News Editor of Campus as well as being interested in Class and College Athletics. The place of Art Editor, left vacant by Harry Cummings, and that of Sport Editor, left vacant by Stock's election are yet to be filled to complete the Nutmeg Board.

Ralph Brundage was chosen football manager for the coming season.

Doctor Edmund Sinnott was elected Secretary of the Faculty Advisor.

Ex-President Ashman read a letter from former Faculty Advisor Profesor Vining.

A. I. Weinstein was chosen to act as Junior representative on the committee to secure speakers for the College Assembly hours.

From The Lookout, November, 1901

"The Freshman class was formally introduced to 'Swan Lake' Tuesday when the Sophomore team pulled the Frosh into the pond."

The best record made in Storrs yet is that made by "Old Grey," Beebe's old trusty. From Willimantic to Storrs in two hours and twenty-three minutes is what you call rapid transit.

Krasow, Harry, S, Waterbury
Lelash, William J. Sp, Tuckahoe, N. Y.
Lavalle Cara A., H, Hartford
Leavitt, Eara, S, Hartford
Levitt, Helen R., Hartford
McAlister, David L., S, Cromwell
McCarron, Paul J., S, Worcester
McCarthy, Harold T., A, Stanford
McCullough, Edmund W., A, Bridgeport
McDonald, Robert A., A, Danbury
McKenna, Anthony F. Sp, Willimantic
McKee, Harry J., S, Hartford
McMenegan, Christine, H, Russell Manchester
Makofski, William, S, Schenectady, N. Y.
Malumphy, Albert, M, Hanson
Manchester, Catherine, H, Winston
Marcus, Alvin, S, Hartford
Marsh, Donald A., A, New Milford
Martin, Charles L. M, Hartford
Minnum, Edward C., A, Middletown
Mulford, Edward L., S, Hartford
Murdoch, Arthur L., S, Hartford
Murphy, Lela Rita, Sp, Bridgeport
Murray, Ernest M., A, New Haven
Murray, William A., S, Hartford
Nelson, Ella B., Sp, Waterbury
Newman, Saul G., S, Hartford
Noble, Daniel E., Sp, Naugatuck
Nyberg, Richard E., A, Union City
O'Brien, William F., S, Waterbury
Osborn, John L. M, Westville
Paine, Hamilton C., S, Thompson
Park, Burrows R., S, North Stonington
Potter, Harry R., M, Guilford
Potter, Royal W., A, Providence
Quigley, Lewis J., M, Bridgeport
Radomski, Charles F., A, Collinsville
Rivkin, Joseph L., Sp, Hartford
Rowley, Noble G., S, Torrington
Ruell, Charles R., S, Bridgeport
Ryan, Martin J., A, Bridgeport
Saunders, G. W., A, Washington
Savard, John J., S, East Haven
Schmitz, Carl William, A, West Cheshire
Seaberg, Charles E., M, Bridgeport
Shea, Charles T., Sp, Willimantic
Slanetz, Helen R., H, Hazardville
Smith, Lawrence W., A, New Preston
Stellenwerft, Dorothy J., H, Wornwood Hill
Stevens, Halsey, S, Hartford
Stockman, John A., Sp, New Haven
Stull, Frederick C., S, Torrington
Stull, Franklin H., S, Torrington
Swen, Tracy, A, Bloomfield
Thomen, Emile F., A, Litchfield
Thompson, William O., S, East Hartford
Titus, Curtis, M, Washington Depot
Tracy, Frederick E., S, Wauregan
Tucker, Donald Walter, A, West Hartford
Warrek, George R., A, Bridgeport
Waters, Nelson F., Sp, Branford
Wells George E., S, Guilford
Weinstein, Raymond G., Sp, Hartford
White, E Bell S., A, Guilford
Wilen, Lela D., A, Hartford
Woodward, Harold O., A, Columbia

BLANCHETTE AND GILMAN
44 Church Street

BREAD CAKE AND PASTRY
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

R. 0. T. C. WILL HAVE ANOTHER OFFICER DETAILED SOON

New Uniforms Will be Issued Soon

The present work in the school of the soldier and squad is a show so much progress that platoon drill will soon be taken up.

The schedule of military work is arranged so that every member is acquainted with the different phases of the maneuvers before being called upon to take part in any ceremonies.

Requisition for new clothes by the remainder of the battalion have been approved at headquarters and the issue will be here in a short time.

The R. O. T. C. unit here at C. A. C. is to have an addition to its staff. A captain of infantry will be detailed here to take charge of the work in infantry weapons of all kinds. This means that instruction will be given in certain classes in such weapons as the machine gun, the Stokes mortar, etc.

ALUMNI NOTES

Roy C. Avery '14 is now assistant Professor of Bacteriology at Massachusetts Agricultural College.

Lincoln Crosby '19 was in Springfield last week covering the Eastern States Exposition for "The Field."

William Maloney '21 was on the "Hill" Sunday for a short visit.

Webster Chapman '21 was on the "Hill" for the Rope Pull Advisor.

Chaucey G. Markham '20 and Miss Doris Borden of Hartford were married on October 1.

Charles Brock '19, Harry Lockwood '29, Maurice Lockwood '21 and Harry Finneman '21 were visitors at the Eastern States Exposition.

"George Stumpf and "Coke" Clark '18 attended the Mass.-Aggie game."

Eta Lambda Sigma Fraternity has canvassed all its members in a radius of 150 miles and a large number have signified their intention of "coming back" for the Trinity game.

After struggling with the intricacies of fraternity rushing rules the Mediator wonders how League of Nations statesmen keep on their feet.

(Cont. from page 1, col. 1)

upon to demonstrate the instincts of her forefathers, and climbed to the top of an apple tree where she was allowed to view the other unfortunates through a turkish towel. Other members of the Towel Brigade were set to work pulling grass and otherwise bettering the orchard.

At irregular intervals one of the husky guards would make sudden forays into the darkness and produce whoops and laughter from uninvited members of the quad.

After the initiatives had been sufficiently harangued the little flock was herded to-gether and started on the "trail to Home Sweet Home."

Just before the journey home was completed the audience was favored with the rendering of "How Green I Am" by the entire freshmen company.
FAIR SUPT. PRAISES COLLEGE LIVESTOCK

The following letter from the Superintendent of the Livestock Department of the Waterville, Maine Fair Association, indicates very clearly that the Connecticut Agricultural College livestock has won a great deal of favorable comment throughout New England as well as in our immediate vicinity.

Waterville, Maine
Sept. 13, 1921.
President Charles L. Beach
Storrs, Conn.

My dear Mr. President:

I write to congratulate you on your exhibits of livestock at our recent fair. You had winning entries in three leading breeds of cattle and in two of them won grand championships.

In my judgement your grand champion Hereford bull T. Woodford 917th is the best animal of the breed ever shown in the east.

It is hard to justly appreciate the value of such work. Every farm in the world needs better livestock and every person in the world is benefited by its improvement.

I hope the other New England agricultural colleges will note your example.

Yours very truly

(signed) Harvey D. Eaton
Supt.

The situation spoken of in this letter seems to indicate that some of the wealthiest men in Maine have become interested enough in the College cattle to be willing to offer financial aid in sending some of these animals to the International Livestock exhibit at Chicago.

The Animal Husbandry Department of the college appreciates the compliments of its work and has already formulated plans that should bring more favorable publicity along these lines than has been done in the past, when the cattle are put on the circuits next fall. However, it is the feeling of the department that due to the amount of showing that has already been done this fall and to financial conditions in general, it would not be possible to do any further work in this line this year.

The matter is highly complimentary to the College and to those more intimately connected with the preparation of these animals for the Fairs. With this situation as a basis it should be possible to accomplish much in the establishment of records for Connecticut grown livestock.

Miss Elsie Rogers Winchester and Mr. John Adolph Elftstrom were married in Hartford on September 16. Miss Winchester held a position in the Secretary's office until last fall when she resigned to take up work in Hartford.

FUTURE RIVALS

The left field bleachers at M. A. C. field were occupied on Saturday by a creditable number of student rooters and an exceptional attendance of faculty members. Indications are that the Bay staters are naturally becoming our chief rivals.

SOPHS ELECT IRVING TAYLOR AS PRESIDENT

T. F. Cronin Elected Football Manager.

The Sophomore class held its first regular meeting of the year in Galley Hall Friday, September 29. After a short business discussion the class proceeded with the election of officers. The following men were elected to hold office for the ensuing year:

President Irving Taylor
Vice Pres. Lawrence Castiglione
Secretary Miss Mary Miner
Treasurer Allan Hotchkiss
T. F. Cronin was elected football manager.

ROAD TO GURLEYVILLE BEING CHANGED

Old Road Will be Filled in

The terrain of our campus is undergoing a slight change in the vicinity of the new dormitory. The old road to Gurleyville will soon be discontinued and made a part of the campus of the college.

The new road now under construction starts at a point several hundred feet north of the new Woman's Dormitory, continues east for about a hundred yards, and then goes south to meet the old road. By making this change the line of college buildings on that road will be unbroken and the grounds between Valentine and the new building can be made into one. Mr. Tennay, superintendent of buildings, has charge of the work and expects to have the road completed in the course of a few weeks.

RIFLE TEAM HOLDS FIRST RIFLE MATCH

The first rifle match of the year was held Wednesday at 8:00 P. M. in the gallery of Hawley Armory between the team from Mansfield Center and the students of C. A. C. The score resulting in C. A. C. winning by twenty-eight points. Members of the college team were A. Frostholm, T. Gardner, W. Wood, V. Pinkham, R. Webber and D. Lawson.

The match was arranged by A. J. Brundage and conducted by D. H. Lawson. If sufficient interest is shown in target practice a team that will represent the college in intercollegiate rifle matches.

Many of our visitors on the Hill of late have taken interest in the turkeys on poultry hill. There are now very close to one hundred birds, some of them in the experiment which is being run. The department will probably sell some of these birds for Thanksgiving and this will give some of the boys a chance to take home a nice bird to the folks on the big feast day.

COLLEGE BARBER
Baseement Storrs Hall
Hair Cutting a Specialty
E. S. PATTERSON

WHO WAS JOHN HANCOCK?

asked Thomas A. Edison in his Employment Questionnaire

We will pay One Hundred Dollars ($100) for the best answer to Mr. Edison's question.

Competition closes November 15, 1921

ADDRESS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLICITY

John Hancock
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
of Boston, Massachusetts

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF GROUP PHOTOGRAPHS
PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

THE DINNEEN STUDIO
65 Church St. Tel. 163-4

DRY GOODS AND GROCERIES

OUR MOTTO:
To give our customers the very best goods and to make the prices as low as is consistent with good quality.

H. V. BEEBE
Storrs, Conn.

"MEET YOU AT THE SPON" THE PLACE WHERE ALL GOOD FELLOWS GO
You know where it is
You've been there before
Open Day and Night
NEW YORK LUNCH
7 Railroad Street
Phone 373-4
Lunches put up to take out

WILLIMANTIC TRUST CO.
"A Bank for the People"
GENERAL BANKING
Willimantic, Conn.

WE INVITE THE NEW STUDENTS AT C. A. C.
TO MAKE THIS STORE THEIR STORE DURING THE YEAR.
THE OLDER STUDENTS NEED NO INTRODUCTION, THEY KNOW US.

THE CHURCH-REED COMPANY
"WILLIMANTIC'S LIVEST MEN'S STORE"
WEEK-END TRIP THRU FOUR NEW ENGLAND STATES

"Niagara of New England" at Hinsdale, N. H., Chief Attraction.

Leaving the "Hill" last Saturday morning Professor C. A. Wheeler and his class in power plant engineering, C. Stocking, J. Oberly and B. Standish accompanied by Mrs. Wheeler, set out to visit several factories and power stations in New England.

The first half was declared at Holyoke and the plant of the Worthington Pump Company where nearly all machinery was studied and explained to the class.

Early in the afternoon, the party arrived in Amherst and gave up ideas of power plants until the following day. The football game and other things of interest around the town became the attraction. Mr. Green and Mr. A. Avery, both former Connecticut men, welcomed the party and gave them accommodations for the night.

About nine o'clock Sunday morning, the party left Amherst and drove to Mount Herman School in Northfield, Mass., and inspected the heating plant its conditions and problems of operation. At Northfield Seminary, a similar plant was inspected and studied. Other points of historical note and general interest were visited in Northfield.

The climax to the trip came soon after leaving Northfield when the party crossed the Massachusetts boundary line into New Hampshire and then continued thru Vermont to Hinsdale, N. H., where the largest plant of the New England Power Company and the largest of its kind in New England was visited.

Here a huge dam sets the Connecticut River back for over twenty miles and gives an average flow of five thousand cubic feet per second, falling a distance of one hundred twenty-eight feet, a small part of which is used by the Power Company to produce sixty thousand horse power of electricity.

This station is one of several that are connected together to furnish power and light for many New England towns and cities including Storrs and surrounding towns.
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